CLOSE CONTEST EXPECTED IN MEET WITH BROWN

GOES FAVOR VISITORS.

Mayhew will be important Factor in the Meet. White Back in the Game.

With the exception of the interval between the Brown and the MIT meet of the month, the meet with Brown will undoubtedly be the most interesting and exciting track event of the season.

Judging by previous work done this season, Brown already has a good hold on the meet and a well thought out line up and set of performances of the Tech team are definitely improved upon, its defeat is very possible.

The Technology team, however, is composed of good material, and the meet has shown that they are a team who will win this meet.

I -composed of good material, and the season, Brown already has a good hold exciting track event of the season.

With articles about Charles Henry Dealey, former track leader, and his duties for the new "Tech Union," "The Commonwealth," and "The Institute," and "Why Take the First Two Years at Tech," besides the regular institutes and under-graduate notes. The Technology Review for the next week is under important matter.

It opens with an account by William Kindlin of the life of the late Charles Henry Dealey, former track leader, and for some years treasurer of the incorporation of the Institute. Mr. Dealey took part in many public services inside and out of the Institute, and at his death on Feb. 23, he has a loss.

Does Alfred E. Burton has written an interesting account of the new Tech Student body, looking at its inception and the forwarding of the scheme through articles in the Tech. He speaks of the plan for having it in Cupley Hall, and the looks and promises for the location of the Union in the immediate neighborhood. The plans are all done with a forethought which, and which of these will be finally settled has not yet been fully determined. It is, however, certain that the Fall of '11 will be perfectly provided for, and that this will be done in the best possible way.

"Mayhew will be important Factor in the Meet. White Back in the Game."